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In In 20112011  Russian Higher SchoolRussian Higher School  
including System of Engineering including System of Engineering 
Education (EE) Education (EE) moved to the level moved to the level 
structure of study programs:structure of study programs:                                                                
Bachelors (4 year), Masters                            Bachelors (4 year), Masters                            
(+2 years) and Specialists (5 years) (+2 years) and Specialists (5 years) 
training in frames of training in frames of Federal State Federal State 
Educational Standards (FSES)Educational Standards (FSES)                                                    
of the third generation.of the third generation.  
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Taking into account the term              Taking into account the term              
of of Secondary EducationSecondary Education  equal                  equal                  
to to 11 11 years years total durationtotal duration  of training   of training   
for for BachelorsBachelors  amounts to amounts to 1515  years,                  years,                  
for for SpecialistsSpecialists  ––  to to 1616  years and for years and for 
MastersMasters  ––  to to 1717  years (years (lessless  than                    than                    
in the US and Europe in the US and Europe by 1 yearby 1 year                                    
at least).at least).  
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In In 20092009--20112011  the the Ministry of Ministry of 
Education and Science Education and Science of the of the 
Russian Federation approved                     Russian Federation approved                     
FSESFSES  for for 6060  majors for majors for BachelorsBachelors  
andand  MastersMasters  training along with                    training along with                    
≈ ≈ 4040  majors for majors for SpecialistsSpecialists  training training 
that can be referred to that can be referred to EEEE..  
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For the time being the For the time being the List of EE List of EE 
ProgramsPrograms  in Russian Higher School in Russian Higher School 
consists of about consists of about 100100  itemsitems  that                       that                       
is considerably is considerably lessless  than in previous than in previous 
years when years when State Educational State Educational 
Standards (SES) Standards (SES) of the of the first (1994)                  first (1994)                  
and the and the second (2001)second (2001)  generations generations 
were introduced.were introduced.  
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In In Russian EE System Russian EE System the the SES SES 
Program ClassifierProgram Classifier  of the of the firstfirst  
generation (generation (19941994--20002000) included  ) included  
4141  majors for majors for BachelorsBachelors  and and 
MastersMasters  training and training and 327327  majors  majors  
for for SpecialistsSpecialists  training. training.   
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The The SES Program ListSES Program List  of the of the 
secondsecond  generation generation (2001(2001--2010)2010)  
contained contained 4444  majors for majors for 
BachelorsBachelors  and and MastersMasters  training training 
and and 312312  majors for majors for SpecialistsSpecialists  
training.training.  
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By reducing By reducing the the List of programsList of programs                            
for for Bachelors Bachelors and for and for Masters Masters 
training training engineering education engineering education 
becomes becomes broaderbroader  and and more more 
fundamental fundamental under the under the new FSESnew FSES  
granting Russian universitiesgranting Russian universities  more more 
academic freedomacademic freedom  ((50%50%  of the of the 
program content at the program content at the Bachelor’sBachelor’s  
level, level, 70%70%  --  at the at the Master’sMaster’s  level).level).  
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However However the attitudethe attitude  to the to the level level 
SystemSystem  of Higher Education                           of Higher Education                           
in Russia, especially with regard                   in Russia, especially with regard                   
to to Bachelor’s Degree programs                    Bachelor’s Degree programs                    
in in engineeringengineering  and and technologytechnology,                          ,                          
is quiteis quite  ambiguousambiguous  on the part            on the part            
of of employers employers and some and some academicsacademics  
as well. as well.   
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The main reason is The main reason is doubtsdoubts  regarding regarding 
the the quality of Bachelors trainingquality of Bachelors training                              
for for complex engineeringcomplex engineering  activity activity 
achieved achieved for four yearsfor four years  in in 
comparison to comparison to fivefive--year traditional year traditional 
training of Diploma Specialiststraining of Diploma Specialists  who who 
are now the basis for the country’s are now the basis for the country’s 
Corps of EngineersCorps of Engineers..  
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Thus, for the time being                       Thus, for the time being                       
the the improvement of quality                              improvement of quality                              
ofof  fourfour--year Bachelor’s Degree year Bachelor’s Degree 
engineering programsengineering programs  under    under    
the new the new FSESFSES  is one of the is one of the key key 
challenges challenges to theto the  Russian Higher Russian Higher 
SchoolSchool..  
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Special attention to the Special attention to the problems                problems                
of engineering educationof engineering education  is not is not 
accidental. It is fairly logical, since accidental. It is fairly logical, since 
the implementation of the strategy the implementation of the strategy 
of of national economy modernizationnational economy modernization  
and and technological developmenttechnological development  
significantly depends on significantly depends on quality                  quality                  
of engineering educationof engineering education..  
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Nowadays Nowadays 555 Russian higher 555 Russian higher 
educational institutionseducational institutions  (HEIs) (HEIs) 
provide provide EE programsEE programs.                                     .                                     
The The cohort of studentscohort of students  studying studying 
on on engineering majorsengineering majors  in HEIs                  in HEIs                  
of Russia of Russia amounts to 30% amounts to 30% of total of total 
number of students (~number of students (~1.5 million1.5 million).).  
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Nonetheless in accordance with the Nonetheless in accordance with the 
statistical data statistical data 2/3 of EE graduates2/3 of EE graduates  are are 
not employednot employed  in their specialty, the in their specialty, the 
quality quality of their training of their training leaves much                 leaves much                 
to be desiredto be desired, and the , and the real sectorreal sector                                                
of the of the Russian economy suffers heavy Russian economy suffers heavy 
deficitdeficit  of the of the qualified engineersqualified engineers  able              able              
to provide to provide positive changespositive changes  in crucial in crucial 
fields of the fields of the national industrynational industry..  
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At the same time in accordance with At the same time in accordance with 
the plans of the Russian Government the plans of the Russian Government 
RussiaRussia  should join should join the ranks of five the ranks of five 
world leading economiesworld leading economies  in terms                  in terms                  
of of GDP volumeGDP volume  in the nearest decade. in the nearest decade.   

The share of The share of highhigh--tech productiontech production                                                
in total value should rise in total value should rise from 12%                  from 12%                  
toto  2525--35%35%. .   
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To achieve this To achieve this growth growth it is it is 
necessary to necessary to create the industry   create the industry   
of the XXI centuryof the XXI century  including the including the 
technological chain technological chain of production: of production: 
conceivingconceiving  ––  designingdesigning  ––  
implementationimplementation  ––  operationoperation..  
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For the For the technological developmenttechnological development  
and creation of and creation of globally competitive globally competitive 
economyeconomy  it is prerequisite to hold it is prerequisite to hold 
the the globally competitive Russian EE globally competitive Russian EE 
System System providing the providing the specialists specialists 
training qualitytraining quality  at the level of the at the level of the 
world standardsworld standards. .   
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In In 20102010--20142014  the Russian Government the Russian Government 
plans to assign plans to assign 1.5 billion US Dollars1.5 billion US Dollars      
for the development of for the development of 29 National  29 National  
Research UniversitiesResearch Universities.                                                       .                                                       
There are There are 17 universities of technology17 universities of technology  
among them, which have to use this among them, which have to use this 
funds for funds for EE quality improvementEE quality improvement..  
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The The priority majorspriority majors  of of Bachelor’sBachelor’s  
and and Master’s DegreeMaster’s Degree  programs programs 
in engineering and technology in engineering and technology 
overlap with overlap with SKOLKOVOSKOLKOVO  
Innovation CenterInnovation Center  clusters:                    clusters:                    
ITIT, , SpaceSpace, , Energy EfficiencyEnergy Efficiency, , 
Nuclear TechnologyNuclear Technology  and and BiomedBiomed..  
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To provide the To provide the required qualityrequired quality                                                                    
of of undergraduate programsundergraduate programs                                          
it is necessary to hold the it is necessary to hold the 
modernization of engineering modernization of engineering 
BaccalaureateBaccalaureate  considering                      considering                      
the the experience experience of theof the  countriescountries    
successfully implementedsuccessfully implemented  level level 
System of Higher Education.System of Higher Education.  
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At first, At first, it is essential to studyit is essential to study  
the contemporary the contemporary 
international international requirements                 requirements                 
to professional engineersto professional engineers                                
and to analyze and to analyze “international “international 
standards”standards”  of of EE programsEE programs..  
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The The analysis analysis of the of the requirementsrequirements  
developed by the developed by the reputable reputable 
international organizationsinternational organizations  for the for the 
competences of the professional competences of the professional 
engineersengineers  and to the and to the university university 
graduate learning outcomesgraduate learning outcomes  enabled     enabled     
to discover the peculiarities of to discover the peculiarities of 
““AmericanAmerican” and “” and “EuropeanEuropean” ” modelsmodels..  
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It is determined that It is determined that 
requirements to Bachelors                             requirements to Bachelors                             
in engineeringin engineering  in the “in the “AmericanAmerican” ” 
model dominant in the model dominant in the 
Washington AccordWashington Accord  and and 
International Engineering AllianceInternational Engineering Alliance  
((IEAIEA) ) are are rather higherrather higher  than                            than                            
in the “in the “EuropeanEuropean” model.” model.  
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In comparison to In comparison to EUREUR--ACE ACE 
Framework StandardFramework Standard  elaborated elaborated 
by by ENAEEENAEE, the , the Graduate Graduate 
Attributes and Professional Attributes and Professional 
CompetenciesCompetencies  ((IEA standardIEA standard) ) 
requires the Bachelors readiness requires the Bachelors readiness 
to to complex engineering activitycomplex engineering activity..  
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Detailed analysisDetailed analysis  of competences of competences 
requirements shows that following                   requirements shows that following                   
the “the “AmericanAmerican” model, ” model, Bachelors                    Bachelors                    
in engineeringin engineering  should possess should possess basic basic 
knowledgeknowledge  and and be capable to be capable to 
analyzinganalyzing, , decisiondecision--making making and and 
evaluating the resultsevaluating the results  of their  of their  
decisions concerning decisions concerning complex complex 
engineering problemsengineering problems..  
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A A special emphasisspecial emphasis  is placed                           is placed                           
on development of on development of soft skillssoft skills                                  
and and responsibility for engineering responsibility for engineering 
decisionsdecisions, , application of knowledgeapplication of knowledge  
when solving problems                              when solving problems                              
of of sustainable developmentsustainable development,                   ,                   
and an and an ability to be a team leader ability to be a team leader 
for for complex engineering problemscomplex engineering problems  
solving.solving.  
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It appears that for the It appears that for the modernization  modernization  
of the Russian Baccalaureateof the Russian Baccalaureate                                                              
in engineeringin engineering  orientation to the orientation to the 
““AmericanAmerican” model (” model (fourfour--year programyear program  
training to training to complex engineering complex engineering 
activityactivity) is ) is preferablepreferable  regardless the regardless the 
participation participation ofof  RussiaRussia  in the in the Bologna Bologna 
processprocess..  
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The The Russian Association for Russian Association for 
Engineering Education Engineering Education ((RAEERAEE)                  )                  
being a provisional member                              being a provisional member                              
of the of the Washington AccordWashington Accord  and                      and                      
a full member of a full member of ENAEEENAEE  modified modified 
Criterion 5Criterion 5  for for professional professional 
accreditationaccreditation  of of engineering engineering 
programsprograms  in the Russian HEIs.in the Russian HEIs.  
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The The RAEE Criterion 5 requirementsRAEE Criterion 5 requirements                                      
to the to the learning outcomeslearning outcomes  of of Masters                 Masters                 
in engineeringin engineering  fit the “fit the “EuropeanEuropean” ” 
modelmodel  while while requirementsrequirements  to theto the  
competences competences ofof  BachelorsBachelors  in in 
engineeringengineering  are adapted to the are adapted to the 
““AmericanAmerican” ” modelmodel  of of undergraduate undergraduate 
engineering educationengineering education..  
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1.1. 1.1. Fundamental KnowledgeFundamental Knowledge..                                          
Apply Apply comprehensive knowledge comprehensive knowledge                                               
of mathematics, natural and social of mathematics, natural and social 
sciences, economics and engineering               sciences, economics and engineering               
in the interdisciplinary context                        in the interdisciplinary context                        
of of complex engineering activitiescomplex engineering activities..  
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1. Professional competences1. Professional competences  



1.2. 1.2. Engineering Analysis.Engineering Analysis.  
Identify and solve the problems Identify and solve the problems 
of of complex engineering analysiscomplex engineering analysis  
applying comprehensive applying comprehensive 
knowledge and modern knowledge and modern 
analytical methods and models.analytical methods and models.  
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1.3. 1.3. Engineering Design.Engineering Design.                                                      
Design solutions for Design solutions for complex complex 
engineering problemsengineering problems  applying applying 
comprehensive knowledge and comprehensive knowledge and 
methods to achieve the optimal methods to achieve the optimal 
results to meet defined and results to meet defined and 
specified requirements.specified requirements.  
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1.4. 1.4. InvestigationInvestigation..                                                              
Conduct investigations of Conduct investigations of complex complex 
engineering problemsengineering problems  including including 
information search, experiment, information search, experiment, 
and data interpretation applying and data interpretation applying 
comprehensive knowledge and comprehensive knowledge and 
modern methods to achieve modern methods to achieve 
required results.required results.  
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1.5. 1.5. Engineering PracticeEngineering Practice..                                                    
Select and use appropriate Select and use appropriate 
resources, equipment and tools resources, equipment and tools 
for for complex engineering practicecomplex engineering practice  
taking into account economic, taking into account economic, 
environmental, societal aspects environmental, societal aspects 
and other limitations.and other limitations.  
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1.6. 1.6. Specialization and labour Specialization and labour 
market orientation.market orientation.    

Be trained to invest knowledge, Be trained to invest knowledge, 
skills, time and effort for skills, time and effort for complex complex 
engineering activitiesengineering activities  as required as required 
by potential employers and follow by potential employers and follow 
their corporate culture.their corporate culture.  
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2.1. 2.1. Project and Financial Project and Financial 
ManagementManagement..                                                                              
Apply comprehensive knowledge Apply comprehensive knowledge 
of project management and of project management and 
business practice for business practice for complex complex 
engineering activitiesengineering activities  including including 
risk and change management.risk and change management.  
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2. 2. Transferable and personal Transferable and personal   
          competencescompetences  



2.2. 2.2. Communication.Communication.  
Communicate effectively for Communicate effectively for 
complex engineering activitiescomplex engineering activities  
with engineering community                     with engineering community                     
and society at large in native                 and society at large in native                 
and foreign languages.and foreign languages.  
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2.3. 2.3. Individual and Team WorkIndividual and Team Work..  
Function effectively both                      Function effectively both                      
as an individual and as a member                             as an individual and as a member                             
of a team in multidisciplinary of a team in multidisciplinary 
settings, share responsibilities                  settings, share responsibilities                  
and capabilities to solve and capabilities to solve complex complex 
engineering problemsengineering problems..  
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2.4. 2.4. Professional Ethics.Professional Ethics.  
Demonstrate personal Demonstrate personal 
responsibility and commitment                  responsibility and commitment                  
to professional ethics and norms              to professional ethics and norms              
of engineering practice.of engineering practice.  
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2.5. 2.5. Societal Responsibility.Societal Responsibility.  
Demonstrate knowledgeDemonstrate knowledge                                                                            
and understandingand understanding  of the legal, of the legal, 
societal and cultural, societal and cultural, environmental                      environmental                      
and health and safety issues and health and safety issues 
relevant to relevant to complex engineering complex engineering 
practicepractice..  
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2.6. 2.6. Lifelong LearningLifelong Learning..                                            
Recognize the need for, and have Recognize the need for, and have 
the ability to engage in lifelong the ability to engage in lifelong 
learning and professional learning and professional 
development.development.  
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Over the last decade a Over the last decade a new vision           new vision           
andand  concept  concept  for for undergraduate undergraduate 
educationeducation  (Bachelor level) were (Bachelor level) were 
created.created.  

Since Since 20002000, a number of universities , a number of universities 
worldwide worldwide guided by MITguided by MIT  have been have been 
engaged in an international engaged in an international 
educational initiative focused                          educational initiative focused                          
on the on the CDIO approachCDIO approach..  
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The first The first fundamental principlefundamental principle                                            
of the approach is that the of the approach is that the 
ConceivingConceiving--DesigningDesigning--
ImplementingImplementing--OperatingOperating                                                                        
of products, processes and systems of products, processes and systems 
should be within the should be within the authentic authentic 
context context ofof  engineering educationengineering education..  
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The The second principlesecond principle  of the                  of the                  
CDIO approachCDIO approach  efficiency is that                           efficiency is that                           
an engineering program should                       an engineering program should                       
set specific set specific andand  detailed learning detailed learning 
outcomesoutcomes.                                                                .                                                                
The The CDIO SyllabusCDIO Syllabus  classifies learning classifies learning 
outcomes into outcomes into four highfour high--level level 
categoriescategories..  
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          1. 1. Disciplinary knowledge                         Disciplinary knowledge                         
and reasoning.and reasoning.                                                                                                                          
1.1.1.1.  Knowledge of underlying Knowledge of underlying 
mathematics and science                              mathematics and science                              
1.2.1.2.  Core fundamental knowledge               Core fundamental knowledge               
of engineering                                                       of engineering                                                       
1.3.1.3.  Advanced engineering Advanced engineering 
fundamental knowledge, methods fundamental knowledge, methods 
and toolsand tools  
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      2. 2. Personal and professional skillsPersonal and professional skills                                              
2.1.2.1.  Analytical reasoning                                                          Analytical reasoning                                                          
and problem solving                                                                       and problem solving                                                                       
2.2.2.2.  Experimentation, investigation                 Experimentation, investigation                 
and knowledge discovery                                   and knowledge discovery                                   
2.3.2.3.  System thinking                                             System thinking                                             
2.4.2.4.  Attitudes, though and learning                   Attitudes, though and learning                   
2.5.2.5.  Ethics, equity and other Ethics, equity and other 
responsibilitiesresponsibilities  
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          3. 3. Interpersonal skills: teamworkInterpersonal skills: teamwork                    
and communicationand communication                                                                                                    
3.1.3.1.  Teamwork                                                   Teamwork                                                   
3.2.3.2.  Communications                                          Communications                                          
3.3.3.3.  Communications in foreign   Communications in foreign   
languageslanguages  
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4. 4. Conceiving, designing, Conceiving, designing, 
implementing, and operating implementing, and operating 
systems in the enterprise, societal, systems in the enterprise, societal, 
environmental and attributes environmental and attributes 
contextcontext  

4.1. External, societal and 4.1. External, societal and 
environmental contextenvironmental context  

4.2. Enterprise and business context4.2. Enterprise and business context  
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4.3. 4.3. ConceivingConceiving, systems , systems   

engineering and managementengineering and management  

4.4. 4.4. DesigningDesigning    

4.5. 4.5. ImplementingImplementing    

4.6. 4.6. OperatingOperating  
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The comparative analysis                       The comparative analysis                       
of the of the CDIO SyllabusCDIO Syllabus  and the                  and the                  
RAEE Criterion 5RAEE Criterion 5  shows shows entire entire 
consentaneityconsentaneity  or or principal principal 
equivalenceequivalence  of the of the RAEE Criterion 5RAEE Criterion 5  
requirements to Bachelor’s requirements to Bachelor’s 
competencies and the competencies and the CDIO CDIO 
SyllabusSyllabus  topics.topics.  
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The advantage of the The advantage of the CDIO                  CDIO                  
SyllabusSyllabus  is that in comparison                 is that in comparison                 
with the with the requirementsrequirements                                                                  
of organizations accrediting of organizations accrediting 
engineering programs in engineering programs in 
universities (including the universities (including the RAEE RAEE 
Criterion 5Criterion 5),  the ),  the CDIO Syllabus CDIO Syllabus 
requirements are subdivided                      requirements are subdivided                      
in in four levelsfour levels. .   
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It It enablesenables  the program the program developers developers   
toto  implement implement thethe  outcomeoutcome--based based 
approach efficientlyapproach efficiently, i.e. to define       , i.e. to define       
in details the additional data in details the additional data for for 
program designprogram design  and to set the and to set the tasks tasks 
for professorsfor professors  responsible for responsible for 
modulesmodules  of the program.of the program.  
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In In transitiontransition  of the Russian higher of the Russian higher 
education to the education to the new FSESnew FSES, the latest , the latest 
wording of the wording of the Russian Federation Russian Federation 
LawLaw  “On Education” “On Education” grants grants 
significant academic freedomsignificant academic freedom                                                  
to leading universities (including to leading universities (including 
National Research UniversitiesNational Research Universities).).  
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It It enablesenables  the universities to the universities to develop develop 
engineering programsengineering programs  based on their based on their 
own own Educational StandardsEducational Standards.                                                            .                                                            
The The Universities’ Educational StandardsUniversities’ Educational Standards  
can can combine combine the the FSES requirementsFSES requirements  with with 
“international standards ““international standards “  for for 
engineering education, in particular the engineering education, in particular the 
CDIO SyllabusCDIO Syllabus  and the and the CDIO StandardsCDIO Standards..  
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The The National Research Tomsk National Research Tomsk 
Polytechnic UniversityPolytechnic University  ((TPUTPU) introduced ) introduced 
its own its own Educational StandardsEducational Standards  
developed on the basis of developed on the basis of FSESFSES  and and 
““international standardsinternational standards” of ” of engineering engineering 
educationeducation  ((criteriacriteria  of program of program 
accreditationaccreditation  andand  requirements requirements   for for 
certification certification of of professional engineersprofessional engineers).).  
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In In 20102010  TPU put into action   TPU put into action   
““The Standards and Guidelines The Standards and Guidelines 
forfor  Quality Assurance                           Quality Assurance                           
ofof  Bachelor’s, Master’s Bachelor’s, Master’s and and 
Specialist’s Programs Specialist’s Programs inin  Priority Priority 
Areas”Areas”..    
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The The TPU Educational StandardsTPU Educational Standards--
20102010  supplement supplement FSESFSES  
requirementsrequirements  with those of with those of EMFEMF, , 
APEC Engineer RegisterAPEC Engineer Register, and , and FEANIFEANI  
(defining program (defining program objectivesobjectives),       ),       
and criteria of and criteria of WAWA, , EUREUR--ACEACE,                  ,                  
and the and the RAEERAEE  CriteriaCriteria  (defining (defining 
learning learning outcomesoutcomes).).  
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Tomsk Polytechnic UniversityTomsk Polytechnic University  
regularly presents regularly presents study programs study programs 
for for external evaluation against external evaluation against 
“international standards”“international standards”.                                                                       .                                                                       
In In 20052005  and and 20082008  TPU Specialist’s TPU Specialist’s 
program in program in Computer EngineeringComputer Engineering  
was accredited by was accredited by CEABCEAB  (Canada).(Canada).  
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In In 20062006  the the TPU Bachelor’sTPU Bachelor’s  program   program   
in in Electrical EngineeringElectrical Engineering  was was 
evaluated by evaluated by ABETABET  (USA).                                                                                  (USA).                                                                                  
From From 20032003  to to 20112011  about about 30 TPU30 TPU  
engineering engineering programsprograms  successfully successfully 
passed passed RAEE accreditationRAEE accreditation, including , including 
25 programs25 programs  awarded with awarded with EUREUR--ACE ACE 
LabelsLabels  and listed in and listed in ENAEEENAEE  and and FEANIFEANI  
registers.registers.  
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ModernizationModernization  of the of the Russian Russian 
engineering educationengineering education  with with 
““international standardsinternational standards” in view ” in view 
triggered implementation of the     triggered implementation of the     
Project “Project “Engineering Curricula Engineering Curricula 
Design aligned with EQF and EURDesign aligned with EQF and EUR--
ACE StandardsACE Standards  (511121(511121--TEMPUSTEMPUS--11--
20102010--11--DEDE--TEMPUSTEMPUS--JPCR). JPCR).   
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TheThe  TPUTPU  acts as acts as Project coordinator.Project coordinator.                                                                                                                                  
N.E. Bauman N.E. Bauman Moscow State Technical Moscow State Technical 
UniversityUniversity, , SS--Petersburg State Petersburg State 
Polytechnic UniversityPolytechnic University, ENAEE, SEFI, , ENAEE, SEFI, 
and a number of and a number of European European 
universitiesuniversities  are among the project are among the project 
participants.participants.  
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In In 2011 National Research Tomsk 2011 National Research Tomsk 
Polytechnic University Polytechnic University joined thejoined the  
CDIO InitiativeCDIO Initiative.                                                   .                                                   
In In 2012 TPU2012 TPU  introduced introduced new versionnew version  
of the of the Educational StandardsEducational Standards  which which 
takes into account the takes into account the CDIO SyllabusCDIO Syllabus  
and the and the CDIO StandardsCDIO Standards. .   
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To work out the To work out the new national modelnew national model                                    
of  of  Russian engineering BaccalaureateRussian engineering Baccalaureate  
corresponding to the corresponding to the best “international best “international 
standards”standards”, TPU initiated the project , TPU initiated the project 
called “called “Modernization of Bachelor’s Modernization of Bachelor’s 
Programs in Engineering in Accordance Programs in Engineering in Accordance 
with International Standards of with International Standards of 
Engineering EducationEngineering Education”. ”.   
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The project is financed by The project is financed by SKOLKOVO SKOLKOVO 
FoundationFoundation  with the participation                       with the participation                       
of of leading Russian National Research leading Russian National Research 
Universities of TechnologyUniversities of Technology: : TPUTPU  
(coordinator), (coordinator), MEPhIMEPhI, S.P. , S.P. KorolevKorolev  
Samara State Aerospace UniversitySamara State Aerospace University, , 
MISISMISIS, , Moscow Institute of Physics                    Moscow Institute of Physics                    
and Technologyand Technology, , ITMOITMO  and and Higher                Higher                
School of EconomicsSchool of Economics..  
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The main tasks The main tasks of theof the  twotwo--year                           year                           
(2012 (2012 --  2014) project 2014) project are as follows:are as follows:  

•• Critical analysisCritical analysis  of the engineering of the engineering 
education education “international standards” “international standards” 
including the including the CDIO Syllabus CDIO Syllabus and and 
requirements for requirements for competences of competences of 
professional engineersprofessional engineers  in advanced in advanced 
countries,countries,  
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•• Analysis Analysis and and international expertiseinternational expertise                    
of the of the national professional standardsnational professional standards, , 
requirements of the requirements of the FSESFSES  and and national national 
employers employers to the Bachelor’s programs to the Bachelor’s programs 
in in SKOLKOVO priority areasSKOLKOVO priority areas                                                              
of engineering and technology,of engineering and technology,  
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•• Development of Development of competences competences 
listlist  for the for the graduates                            graduates                            
of engineering Bachelor’s of engineering Bachelor’s 
programsprograms  and their and their 
international expertise,international expertise,  
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•• Upgrading of Upgrading of conceptconcept                                                  
and and technologytechnology  for for structurestructure  
and and contentcontent  of of Bachelor’s Bachelor’s 
engineering programs engineering programs with with 
international accreditation international accreditation 
criteriacriteria  in view,in view,  
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•• Development of Development of 
recommendationsrecommendations  for for 
educational programs educational programs 
implementationimplementation  taking into taking into 
account the account the best world best world 
experienceexperience, including the                , including the                
CDIO Standards,CDIO Standards,  
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•• Development of Development of 
recommendationsrecommendations  for the for the 
classification classification ofof  engineering engineering 
educational programseducational programs                                                    
in in SKOLKOVO priority areasSKOLKOVO priority areas  
considering considering advanced advanced 
international experienceinternational experience..  
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